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If you have an option to disable all controllers in the UEFI BIOS you should be able to access the UEFI to inject the OS Setup. You may also be able to use the PC System Recovery option in Windows 7 to install a repair disc. But what happens if you are not able to disable all controllers in the UEFI BIOS? Well, its possible to use the Windows "Shift + F10" escape key to get into Windows Setup, though this will obviously depend on the specific keyboard layout on your motherboard.
The important thing is to know what it is and what your keyboard layout is. To get to the UEFI Setup, you will need to use the CD or via USB if you can access the BIOS Setup, and then look for "press F10 to enter setup". There are a number of options available to get to the UEFI, though all of them will take you to the setup program where you can either load the OS from a CD or USB, or start from scratch and create a new partition. If you choose to load the OS from a USB, you

may have to reinstall the kernel again, since Windows 7 is pretty good at this already, since it looks at the hardware and loads appropriate drivers. With the system partition loaded, you can either press "Boot", or click the "Start" menu and select "Boot Device". If you do this, the Win7 Setup will load into memory, and the installer should be able to detect and load the partition, even though it is bootable. Its still up to the UEFI to load Windows 7, though, and this is where the Intel
chipset becomes problematic. There is a setting in the BIOS that you can use to disable the onboard devices, and you might be able to access this via the SATA BIOS Setup.
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additionally, drivers for ryzen cpus are currently not released. still, we don’t recommend using win7 on ryzen on intel platform, so you’re essentially left with the following options: (2) windows 7, or (3) a live os: tiny7. that’s.. we’re just gonna say it. given the “oh well, deal with it” mind-set amd has been
displaying for ryzen, installing and testing windows 7 on any ryzen platform is a totally unsupported configuration. while this setup might work, it has been build on, at the barest minimum, unsupported driver code and to a lesser extent code customized by amd. yes, custom code that breaks with standard
components. for this method, my usb stick was attached to the gigabyte board, with all the installed drivers and with windows 7 drivers for the main chipset. the above method is highly recommended, as the last thing you need during a bios update is for windows to update the bios during installation. i also

picked the more expensive gigabyte fx430 which is part of a newer usb 3.1 offering. this usb port offers industry leading speeds of up to 5gb/s. once the usb was in place and everything installed, i rebooted and had access to the bios. i did an advanced update, and was presented with the os selection screen.
for the rest of the install, this was the only screen that i needed to choose "windows 10." i could still choose to install windows 8 and windows 7, and follow a wizard to do a dual-boot. however, given this is a single-system, these options were not available to me. when the pre-os setup was complete, it was

ready to reboot and install. 5ec8ef588b
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